
I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2716-Evie looked at David’s smile, and for some reason, her tense nerves
immediately relaxed.

It seemed that David’s smile could give her an inexplicable sense of security.

Of course, his mind power played a role in this.

After comforting Evie, David turned back and looked at Ambrose. His originally healing smile was
replaced by a disdainful

one. Then, he asked a question that left Ambrose confused.

“Ambrose, do you know who you are threatening?”

It took a while for Ambrose to react.

The meaning of David’s words was obvious. David had an extraordinary identity and background.

Otherwise, how would he dare to ask Ambrose this question?

However, what confused Ambrose was no matter how powerful his identity and background were, could
David be stronger

than Leila’s dozens of top forces? And the ve Leila rulers?

No!

Wait!

Ambrose suddenly thought of a possibility.

‘Could it be…

‘Is there an Overlord supporting David?

‘Or does he have an extraordinary relationship with one of the ve Leila rulers?

‘He’s been cultivating in seclusion this entire time and rarely appears in Leila, so that’s why he doesn’t
know Leila so well

and asked some basic questions that everyone knows.’

It was ne when he did not think about it this way.

The more he thought about this, the more Ambrose felt that the possibility of this being the case was
very high.

Especially due to the fact that David showed no fear when he threatened him with dozens of Leila’s top
forces and the ve

Leila rulers.

Most people would have been scared out of their wits.

He even dared to call the ve Overlords by their rst names.

Coupled with that strange and unheard-of method, everything was made clear once he connected David
with the

Overlords.

Did he provoke a person who had an unusual relationship with an Overlord?

Thinking of this, Ambrose’s body trembled involuntarily.

If this was the case, it would not just be himself who would suffer. The entire Loughty family would be
implicated.

The partial Overlord grandmaster of the Loughty family would need to compensate and apologize to
David.

As Ambrose’s thought wandered, the expression on his face became more and more excited.

What started mocking, ridicule, and disdain slowly evolved into solemnity, fear, panic, and even despair.

In just a dozen seconds, he displayed a rich range of expressions.

Even if David was well-informed, this was also the rst time he witnessed this.

He did not even know what was happening.

He just asked one question.

How did things turn out like this?

Did Ambrose guess his identity?

Impossible!

This was his rst time in Leila, so no one would know him.

Ambrose was merely guessing his identity.

Even so, David was quite curious as to what kind of identity could scare the digni ed Ambrose like this.
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